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V-HARMONIC CURVES AND SURFACES IN EUCLIDEAN
SPACE E”

BENGÜ KILIÇ

AbstRACT. In thls .study we consider V-harıııoııic curves and surfaces in Euclid- 
ean n-spaces E".We proved that. every weak bihannonic curve is V-harmonic.We 
also slıowe<l that. every 1-parallel surface in E* is V-liarmonic, but the converse 
is not true. Finally we give tlıe uecessary condition for Vranceanu’s surface to 
becüine V-harmonic.

1. Introduction

Let f ; M M be an isometric immersion of an n-dimensional connected
Riemannian manifold M into an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold M . For ali 
local formulas and computations, we may assume f as ajo. imbedding and thus we 
shall often identify p ç. M with /(p) £ M. The tangent spane TpM is identified 
with a subspace f» {TpM) of TpM where /, is the differential map of f . Letters X, 
y and Z (resp. p and ) vector fields tangent (resp. normal) to M. 'We denote 
the tangent bundle of M (resp. M ) by TM (resp. TM) , unit tangent bundle 
of M by UM and the normal bundle by T^M. Let v and \7 be the Levi-Civita 
connections of M and M , resp. Then the Gauss formula is given by 

^xY = ^xY + h{X,Y) (1-1)

where h denotes the second fundamental form. The Weingarten formula is given 
by

where A denotes the shape operatör and D the normal coımection. Clearly /ı(X, K) = 
h{Y,X) and A is related to h as {A^X,Y) = {h{X,Y),^), where ( ,) denotes the 
Riemannian metrics of M and M {see [3]).
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Let {eı,62,e,
{eı,e2, e„}

•nî e„+ı, be an local orthonormal frame field on Af where
are tangent vector and {e„+ı,Cm} are normal vector. The con-

nection form are defined by

V,Si ’i = -w} , i <i,j <m (1-3)

Z)ei^a

fc=l 
m

/3=n+l
(1-5)

n
^ei^j

The covariant derivations of h is defined by

(Vxh)(y, Z) = Dxh{y, Z} - h{^xY, Z} - h{Y, \7xZ\ (1-6)

where X, Y, Z tangent vector fields över M and V is the van der Waerden Bortolotti 
connection. Then we have

(Vxh)(y,Z) = (VyA)(X,Z) = (yzh}(Y,X)

which is called codazzi eguations.
If V/ı = 0 then Af is said to have parallel second fundamental form ( i.e. 1- 

parallel ) (see [7]).
It is well known that Vh is a normal bundle valued tensor of type (0,3) .We 

define the second covariant derivative of h by

{Vw^xh}{Y,Z) = Dw{(yxh){Y,Z))-{yxh-){\^wY,Z)
-(yxh){Y, ^wZ) - (y^^xh){Y, Z). (1.7)

__ 2
If V h = 0 then M is said to have parallel third fundamental form ( i.e. 2-parallel
ni]-

Let / : M Af be an isometric immersion of an n-dimensional connected
Riemannian manifold Af into an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold Af . For the 
orthonormal frame {ej, of TpM the mean curvature vector H ot f is defined
by

n
H =

71^-^ t=l
(1-8)

The Laplacian of H associated with f? is defined by

A^ff =
i=i

Ve; e, (1-9)

where D is the normal coımection of Af (see [o]).
If A^ff = 0 then M is called D-Harmonic (or uıeak biharmonic}. If ^^H+cH = 

0 then M is called harmonic 1-type (see[6]).
We give the following definition

Definition 1.1. The Laplacian of H associated with V is defined by

A^H = ^(V.

i=l
■iVe^e, (1-10)
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wtere V is the van der Waerden Bortolotti connection of M defined by (1.6). If 
= 0 then M is called V-harmonic.

2. v-Harmonic Curves

Consider an immersed curve 0 = 0{s') : I C IR ’E"' where s denotes the 
arclength parameter of 0.

T^T{s} = 0\s}
will be the unit tangent vector field of 0. Assume that 0 is not a plane curve (it is 
not contained in any 2-plane of E’" ). So we can define a 2-dimensional subbundle
say V of the normal bundle A of 0 into E'^as

v{s} = span{C2,€3}(s) 
where $21 €3 are unit normal vector fields to 0 defined by 

r(s) = fcı(s)e2(s)
^2(3) = -kı{s)T{s} + k2{s')^3{s)

(2.1)

where fcı > 0 is the curvature (the first curvature if m > 3 ) and k2 is the torsion 
( the second curvature with t > 0 if m > 3 ) of 0.

Denote by the orthogonal complementary subbundle of u in A. Certainly the 
fibers of p-*- have diraension m — Z . Therefore the Frenet equations of 0 can be 
written as

ns) = fcı(s)€2(«)

^2(3') = -kı^s^T^s) + k2{s)^3{s') 
€3(5) = -fc2(s)C2(s) + <^(5)

(2.2)
(2.3)
(2.4)

where (5(s) € ı^'*'(5) , 5(s) = k2{s}^4{s') for ali s Ç I.
The curvature vector field of 0 (the mean curvature vector field of ) is defined 

by
H{s) = = h{T,T), = 0 (2.5)

Equations (2.3) and (2.4) also give how the normal connection D of 0 into E"* 
behaves on u

DtÎ2 = k2{s')^2{s)
= -k2{s')^2(.s) + <î(5).

(2.6)
(2.7)

Let A® be the Laplacian associated with D. One can use the Prenet equations 
(2.6) and (2.7) to compute A^jEf and so one obtains

= {—Kı + K1/Î2)^2 + (—2KiK2 — — KİK2K3V4. (2.8)

In [5] it has shown that any immersed curve 7 : I Ç R E™ with the mean
curvature vector satisfying A/f = 0, is a straight line. Recently, in [2] the authors 
gave a full classification of the immersed curves in an Euclidean space E"* with the 
mean curvature vector satisfying A^ff = 0.

In [6] we give the following results.

Proposition 1. Let-y be a Frenet curve ofharmonic one type (i. e. ^^H+cH = 0) 
i/ and only if

/<
—K4 + Ki Kİ 4- CKı = 0, 2kÇk2 + KiKj = o, K1K2K3 = 0. (2.9)

By virtue of Proposition 1 one can get the following result.
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Corollary 1. Let 'y be a harmonic 1-type 
i) If Ki = 0 then 7 is a straight line. 
ii) If Ki,K2^0,K3 = 0 then

curve

nx{8) = +
ye 
(^

g4s-2c2 1
g2s —C2 e4x-2c2 1 (2.10)and = ’lyfc^

Corollary 2. Let plane curve y be a harmonic 1-type curve. Then 
Ki ± CKı = 0. That is

na) Ki = bıCos{y/cs) + &2 5m(ycs) for k'^ + cki = 0,
^’) *<1 = bıe'^^ + 62e for K^ — CKı = 0.

Corollary 3. Every weak biharmonic curve are ^—harmonic.

Proof. Let fi = M be a space curve of E™ with arclength parameter. Then

T T{s) = fi\s) and
^"(5) = ^tT + h(r,T) = kı{s}^^{s)

which imphes that Vr^ = 0. Therefore the eguation (1.6) reduce to
= DTh{T,T).

So the equation (1.9) and (1.10) are equal (i.e. This complete the
proof of the result.

Corollary 4. Every -harmonic curve fi is 2-parallel.

Proof. Let fi be a smooth curve in E"* with arclength parameter. Then diflferenti- 
ating T = fi'{s} v/e get

H{s} = = h{T,T)
and

(VT'ı)(r,T) = Z?T/ı(T,T)
and

(VTVT/‘)(r,T) = DTDTh(T,T). 
— _  _ — _ 2

Therefore So = 0 implies that \7 h = 0 (i.e. fi is
2-parallel curve). The converse of this corollary is also true.

3. v-Harmonic Surfaces

Let Af be a surfaces in then the equation (1.10) reduces to

= V-VeıEl H + V.Ve2='^ (3.1)
In the present section we will consider ^-harmonic surfaces M in E2+‘^. First, 

we give the foUowing result.

Proposition 2. Every surface in E^ is V-harmonic.

Proof. Let {cı, 62} be an orthonormal frame field of TpM. Then we have
Ve , d

Ve, 62
VejCı

Al 62 
— ^261
—Aıeı 
^262

(3.2)
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Substituting (1.6-1.8) and (3.2) into (3.1) after some calculations we get 
= O.This completes the proof of the proposition.

Theorem 3.1. Let M C smooth surfaces in E^’*"'^. Then

2

uıhere {eı, 62} is the orthonormal frame field of TpM and H is the mean curvature 
vector of M.

Proof. Let {61,62} be a orthonormal frame field of TpM. By (1.10) we get

2
(3.3)

i=l

2
Substituting /f = ^'^h{ei,ei') into (3.3) vfe obtain 

t=l

— (Vve,eı^)(eı,6ı) + (Vv„,e)h)(e2,e2) + (Vve2e.2h)(eı,eı)+ 

+(Vv,,e2h)(e2,e2) - (yeyerh^Çsiyeı) - eıh}{e2, €2) -(3.4) 

-(Ve2Ve2h)(eı,eı) - (Ve2Ve2h)(e2,e2).

Substituting (1.4) , (1.5) and (3.2) into (3.4) and using (1.9) we get

2
2â.'^H = + ^Pve,e,.H'

1=1

(3.5)

or similarly

^eı^eyH +

—De-^De-^H + Vej 61 H + D. H. (3.6)£2 62

Adding and subtracting the terms Pe, D^y H and into the eguations (3.6)
we get

2
+ 2A^Jf + = 0.

i=l

This completes the proof of the theorem.D

Proposition 3. [4] Let M be a connected normally flat surfaces inlB^.ea is parallel 
to the mean curvature vector H of M such that

Aeg —
A 0 o_ ' fi 0 ■ 

" . 0 -19 .
7
00 îj

, .4.65
“■7 .

Using (3.3), (3.7), (1.6), (1.7) and codazzi eguations we get

(3.7)
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{-eıeı(A + 77) - e2e2(A + 77) + 2e2(A + r])wl{eı) - 2eı(A + ‘n')wl{e2')
+(A + 77)[(w^(eı))2 + (w^(e2))2 + (w|(eı))2 + (wf (e2))2]}e3 
+{2w^(e2)[w?(eı)(A + 77) - e2(A + 77)] - 2eı(A + 77)wf(ej 
-2w?(e2)[w|(eı)(A + 277) - 2,0w?(e2) -eı(/3)]
+(A + 77)[-eı(w^(eı)) - e2(w^(e2)) - w|(eı)wt(eı) 
-w|(e2)wt(e2)]}e4 + {2w|(e2)[w?(eı)(A + 77) - e2(A + 77)]
-2wf (eı)[w?(e2)(A + 77) + eı(A + 77)]

(3.8)

+(^ + ^)[-eı(w|(eı)) - e2(w|(e2)) - w^(eı)w$(eı) - w^(e2)w|(e2)]}e5.

Substuting (3.8) into (1.10) we get the following result.

Proposition 4. Let M be a connected normally flat surfaces in E® uıith 63 is 
parallel to the mean curvature vector H of M. If M is \/-harmonic surfaces then

O

O

-eıeı(A + r])- e2e2(A + 77) + 2e2(A + ’n'jrvlÇeı) - 2eı(A + 77)101(62) 
+(A + 77)[(wt(eı))2 + (wt(e2))2 + (7o|(eı))2 + (wt(e2))^],

2w^(e2)[w?(eı)(A + 77) - e2(A + 7?)] - 2eı(A + 77)w|(eı)
-2w?(e2)[w^(eı)(A + 2rı) - 20wl{e2) - eı((8)]
+(A + 77)(-eı(wt(eı)) - e2(w^(e2)) - w^(eı)7o^(eı) - w|(e2)wt(e2)],

0 = 2w|(e2)[w?(eı)(A + 77)-e2(A + 77)]
-2w|(eı)[7o?(e2)(A + 77) + eı(A + 77)]
+(A + 77)[-eı(w|(eı)) -e2(wf(e2)) - wf(eı)wf(eı) - w^(e2)îoi(e2)].

Example 3.2. We give some examples;
1) The torus embedded in E^ by

= {(cosö, sin6,cos<73,sin(7)) -.O^ıpÇ: /7î}
is S7-harmonic.
2) The helical cylinder embedded in E"* by

= {[d,ccostp,csiaıp,difi) E 77Î}
is ^-harmonic.
3) The Klein Bottie embeded in E^ by

= {(cosöcos<73,sin0cos(73, cos20sin(73,sin20sin<73) : d,<p Ç. /P} 

is '\7-harmonic.
4)Möbius band M2 embedded in E^ by

ö d= {(cosö,sin0,(73cos-,<73sin-) IR} 
£1 £12’

has
1

4 + 1732 )+e2(
1

4+ <732
4<73

4 + 173:,2 ®2(
1 

4 + 1732

) f 64.

) Ha

3^3
4 + ^’2 eı(

2
4 + 173:

) +

1 
4+ <732 ) + ;2^ı( 4+ <732
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Proposition 5. [OjLet f : M E" be isometric immersion. If M is 1-parallel 
(i.e. \/h = 0^ then /(M) is one of the folloıving surfaces

İ)E2
ii) c E3
İÜ) IBf CİS,^
iv) 51 (a) X S\b) Q E^
v) 1/2 c: E®.
Comparing above proposition with the Exanıples we have the following result.

Corollary 5. Every 1-parallel surface in E^ is V-harmonic. But the converse is 
not true.

Proposition 6. Vranceanu surfaces is given by

x(s, t) — {u(s} cos s cos t, u{s} cos s sin t, u(s) sin s cos t, u(s) sinssint)

is -harmonic surfaces if and only if the eguation

a!574(-4aKA« - 1) -bŞ^A(-2aKAs - 1) - ^5(055 4- - 3K2A5(a =Q (3.9)

is satisfied, uıhere u = u(s) is a smooth function and

Cü = ■7’^= V’A’
u2 4- (u')2, K = —, 13 —

2(u')2 — uu" -I- u2 
(u2 -b (u')2)5

1
u

Proof. We choose a moving frame cj, 62, 63, 64 such that ej, 62 are tangent to M 
and 63, 64 are normal to M as given by the following

61 = (— cos s sin t, cos s cos t, — sin s sin t, sin s cos t)

62 = -4 (jB cos t,Bsmt,C cos t, C sin t) 
JT.

63 = ^(—Ccost,—Csmt,Bcost,Bsint')

64 = (— sin s sin t, sin s cos t, cos s sin t, — cos s cos t) 
where we put A = ı/u2 4- (u'y, B = u'coss — usins, C = u'sins 4-ucos s.Then 
we have

1 ö 1 ö
udt' Aös■

Using (1.1) we get

VejCı

Veıe2
Ve-^eı

—QKe2,
OKCı, 
0, Ve2e2 = o

/ı(eı,eı) = aes, /ı(e2,e2) = /Jes, h(eı,e2') =—oce^,.
Substituting (1.4) , (1.5), (3.10) and (3.11) into (1.10) we get the result. □

(3.10)

(3.11)

ÖZET; Bu çalışmada, n-boyutlu E'^ Öklid uzayında V-harmonik eğriler 
ve yüzeyler gözönünde bulunduruldu. Her zayıf biharmonik eğrinin V- 
harmonik olduğu ispatlandı. E^ deki her 1-paralel yüzeyin V-harmonik 
olduğu fakat tersinin doğru olmadığı gösterildi. Sonuçta, Vranceanu 
yüzeyinin V-harmonik olması için gerekli koşul verildi.
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